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that.Q: How to add form elements for SetQuota and GetQuota (Quotas) with new quotas in an Event
Broker based organization scheme I'm having some trouble mapping (here in C#) the different
names of the quotas to the new set of form elements that are needed for the SetQuota and GetQuota
actions in the Event Broker Quotas (Quotas) resource. These were the old form elements for
SetQuota and GetQuota (QUOTAS): The new ones for SetQuota and GetQuota (QUOTAS): These
elements are the new ones that allow you to add/change the quotas that are assigned to a server
(user/group). The problem is that all the fields for the previous form elements are currently in the
new structure. It would be a lot of work to convert to the new format. I was wondering if there was a
better way. I have tried: Creating the new HTML forms using HTMLAgilityPack, but the problem is
that the previous elements do not have a tag to get the values. Using a ControlBuilder that converts
the old forms to the new structures, but the problem is that the ControlBuilder can only take an
entire form, not a single element. Looking into the structure of the HTML that is generated by the
Event Broker. Based on this, it seems like there is no
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